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ABSTRACT
The impact of thermal stresses on cutting tool blades is an important issue. The researchers are broaching for it in
the field of shear cutting processes, therefore the blanking or piercing process by the punch-die system regarding
the important process that must be reducing of producing stresses on cutting tool to increase service life and
production. This research is regarding the cutting tool at initial impact in sheet metal as a restricted beam between
two walls, therefore the thermal stresses law for this type is applied. The variables are temperature difference
between the cutting tool and ambient, linear cutting speed and subjecting cutting force on sheet metal due to
electric motor power and velocity to translate power. The practical work is in two case studies, first without
lubricant liquid and another with lubricant liquid to reduce variable (temperature difference ∆T). In the first case
when the cutting speed is increased led to an increase of (∆T) and this is led to the compression strain of the tooltip
during impact with sheet metal. The simulation of two cases is performed by the auto desk inventor program and
the results are convergence with the practical results in correction factor about (75%) and standard deviation about
(0.275). According to these results the simulation approach can be used in the shear cutting process to reduce the
thermal stresses at punch impact in sheet metal.
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INTRODUCTION
Wear in the cutting tool in the mechanical processes cannot be avoided because of frictional forces generated
between the tool edge and workpiece. The wear is unavoidable but might decelerate of spread in the tool edge.
Specified cutting speeds are used to reach an optimum cutting condition. The wear in the cutting tool is conjected
to the thermal deformations that produce between the frictional tool edge and workpiece. The research deals with
the relationship between cutting tool temperature, cutting speed, and radial cutting depth as parameters. Cutting
tool temperature was determined by using Indium Antimonide (InSb) and Indium Arsenide (InAs) photocells to
measure infrared radiation that resurged from the cutting tool. The cutting forces measured with a dynamometer.
The study concluded that temperature increases when the radial cutting depth and cutting speed increase. The
cutting forces increase when the radial cutting depth increase and the cutting forces decrease when the cutting
speed increase [1,2]. The thermal stresses are produced by uniform and no uniform variable temperature in fettered
body toward the expansion and compression.
The thermo mechanical couples are due to thermal expansion and phenomena of thermal plastic dilution, these
are led to impact, damage, or localization phenomena because of growing and interaction of deformation waves.
When the temperature is reach to melting point the strain rate also reaches over of (10-7 S-1). The anisotropy of
metallic material effect is represented in thermal affectivities. The previous processes are described in research
by (prezyna type) and the basic discussion is depending on analysis of single crystal properties [3]. A rotating
blade is an important part of a gas turbine. The mechanical and thermal stresses and deformations are estimated
their values in an accurate mathematical method that is (F. E. M.) to specify the characteristics of deformations
and stresses required in the design applications to avert failure. Recently, research interest much increased in the
effect of temperature on solid bodies. The study aimed at probed thermal and rotational effects. The thermal stress
cause of high pressure and temperature studies and determine the steady-state stresses and deformations of rotating
blades to avert failure. The research is used thickness and center of rotating as parameters [4]. The piercing of
ellipse holes unavailable so that the shape of the punch cross-section changed to the required shape hole in
different industries according to its employments and applications.
There are several piercing tools in circular section shape. However, the industrial required another one should
design according to required dimensions. Fast production is required force ellipse hole and in specified
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dimensions, therefore must be developed punch design to enable manufacturing of accurate ellipse hole in metal
sheet. The design and assembly are important to study any variables that are getting in the piercing tool easily.
The research is compared between the classic design and the developed design to find the correct design way [5].
The manufacturer depends on the construction and configuration of the punch tool. There are many operations is
producing by punch tools such as blanking, bending, piercing, forming, drawing, cut off, embossing, coining,
notching, shining, lancing, dinking, perforating, trimming, curling, etc. These operations are performed on sheet
metal in thickness less than 6mm. These processes are used in the food industry, packing, defense, textile,
automobile, and aircraft, etc. The research deals with the design of tools and manufacturing calculations, and
production time for a single piercing tool with static analysis [6].
METHODOLOGY
When the punch is collided with the sheet metal to start the penetration process, constraining to the cutting tool is
occurring between the tool fixing region and sheet metal. Because of the longitudinal motion, a longitudinal
vibration occurs for the cutting tool leads to an effect on the metal tool as displacements, strains, and stresses that
moves to punch root. As a result, the punch temperature increases because of the presence of compression force
in the opposite direction of its motion as shown in figure (1). The punch deformation has isotropic and proportional
with temperature variation. The strain function with temperature variation is the coefficient of thermal expansion
[7,8,9].

Figure 1. The temperature variation effect on the restricted rode in two ends.
Linear thermal elongation due to temperature variation can be written as

ε th = α∆T = α ( ∆T ) L

(1)

Knowing the rod length L of a given metal rod, the temperature difference ΔT, the coefficient of linear
expansion of the solid α, and the total linear elongation δ of the rod can be computed as:

δ= ε th − ε R
α ( ∆T ) L −

(2)
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(5)

∆T= Ttool − Tamb.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The experimental work to measure the temperature variations of the piercing tooltip has been done in Al-Musaib
technical institute workshop. Measured laser temperature equipment was used. The measuring procedure was
done when the tool was impacted by sheet metal. Fixed strain gauge installed near the tip of the tool. Vaughan
the cutting tool will produce pressure on sheet metal due to press mass which is calculated in electric motor power
that will produce frequent motion. The subjecting force will confront by a reaction force equal in value and adverse
in direction. By application of 5 equation will get compression strain values with difference of press velocity (0.6,
1.2, 2.4, 3.2 m/sec) and measuring temperature difference (30, 44, 63, 69 C). The results are listed in table 1 and
figure 2.

Figure 2. The practical devices are used to get strains and temperatures readings.
Table 1. The application of experimental results in equation 5
Case No.

Press Velocity m/sec

ΔT=Ttool-Tamb.(Co)

Compression Strain

1

0.6

30

-0.0015

2

1.2

44

-0.00043

3

2.4

63

0.000257

4

3.2

69

0.000459
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Fig. 3, The application of experimental results in equation 5 in graph.
Since the periodic cutting process is continuous in production factories therefore, it is necessary to use lubricant
liquid for the cutting tool to reduce the stresses combined with the cutting process. The service life tool increase
by reducing the wear of cutting blades with the use of lubricant liquid. Lubricant and cool oil with high-quality
properties are shown in Table 2 [10, 11, 12]. The temperature difference between surrounding and tip cutting tools
in different linear cutting velocities leads to getting new readings of cutting tool strains during the impact process
in sheet metal as shown in table 3 and fig.3. The comparison between these results is drawn in fig.4.
Table 2. Cutting fluid formula.
Material

Function

Fixed oil
Washing soap
Phenol
Sulphur

Base oil
Emulsifier
Disinfectant
Extreme pressure agent

Content (%Volume/Volume of
fixed oil)
80
10
5
5

Table 3. The application of experimental results with lubricant fluid in equation 5
Case No.
1
2
3
4

ΔT=Ttool-Tamb.(Co)
18
31
39
48

Press Velocity m/sec
0.6
1.2
2.4
3.2
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Compression Strain
-0.0017
-0.000597
-0.0000237
0.0002
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Figure 4. The application of experimental results with lubricant in equation 5 in graph.

Figure 5. The Comparing between Experimental results with and without lubricant.
Punch simulation state at impact moment in sheet metal without lubricant and with lubricant to record dynamic
strain readings at impact moment as shown in figs. (5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10,11,12 ), and can be proceeding comparable
with the previous readings to achieves convergence by standard deviation and correction factor as shown in table
4. These results are putting in table 4 to compare with them and to produce standard deviation and correction
factor.
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Figure 6. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (30000N) without lubricant.

Figure 7. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (15000N) without lubricant

Figure 8. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (7500N) without lubricant.
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Figure 9. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (5625N) without lubricant

Figure 10. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (30000N&ΔT=25CO) with lubricant.

Figure 11. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (15000N&ΔT=31CO) with lubricant.
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Figure 12. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (7500N&ΔT=39CO) with lubricant.

Figure 13. Simulate model of punch at impact moment in (5625N&ΔT=48CO) with lubricant
Table 4. The Experimental and Simulation
State No.

1
2
3
4

Vc
(m/sec)
0.6
1.2
2.4
3.2

ΔT without

ΔT with

ε Experimental

ε Simulation

ε Experimental

ε Simulation with

lubricant

lubricant

without

without

with lubricant

lubricant

ºC

ºC

lubricant

lubricant

30
45
63
70

18
31
39
48

-0.0015
-0.00043
0.000257
0.000459

-0.0016
-0.0003
0.00021
0.00047

-0.0017
-0.000597
-0.000237
0.0002

0.000917
-0.000475
-0.000267
0.000291

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The periodic punch moving leads to an impact in sheet metal at the initial of the contact, which produces a
compression reaction force on a punch. The state is represented by the localizing process of a punch between the
catching area and sheet metal that produces pressure. The pressure leads to an increase in temperature at the punch
tip and a compression strain. If there is an increase in the temperature limit, failure will occur in the punch fixing
area or the plane of punch diameter mutation. By applying equation (5) and insert practical data that produced the
results in table 1 and fig. (2, 3) can be obtained. When the velocities increase with range (0.6, 1.2, 2.4, 3.2 m/sec
)in the case without lubricant process, the difference of temperature between ambient surrounded of the tooltip
(30, 44, 63,69 C ) and the compression strains are increased in rang of ( -0.0015 to 0.000459 ). In fig. (2), the
previous procedures are done with lubricant liquid to decrease friction and temperature between the tooltip and
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sheet metal (18, 31, 39, 48 C). The values of compression strains ( -0.0017 to 0.00036) and the comparison
between the two states are shown in fig. (4). The auto disc inventor program is used because of its flexibility in
stress analysis. The material was selected in the program according to the properties of the practical sample
material. The figures (5, 6, 7, 8) are simulated in the program to get maximum readings of shear strains (-0.0016,
-0.0003, 0.000257, 0.000459) according to the sequence of velocities previous mention and without using
lubricant and cooling liquid and according to forces are used in practical work. The results of shear strains with
the lubricant and cooling-liquid were (0.000917, -0.000475, -0.000267, 0.000291).
CONCLUSION
The following conclusions are supported by the experimental, results, and discussion of this current work:
1-The decrement of compression strain that effect on punching tool due to use of lubricant and cooling liquid in
approximate percentage 12%, and this refer to the ability to reduce subjecting pressure on cutting tooltip and that
is lead to increase of tool life and can be researched in advance technique to increase liquid discharge on tip of
the cutting tool.
2-The lubricant and cooling liquid is used to give high effectiveness in reducing of the temperature difference
between the cutting tool and cutting area ambient and these lead to reduce of compression strain as mention
previous in above or can be research in types and components of lubricant and cooling liquid to activated
increasing cutting tool cooling.
3- According to advance concluding whenever increasing cutting speed anent 1.6m/sec observe increasing
effectiveness of lubricant and cooling liquid as shown in figure 3. The disinclination of two curves each other
after above mention velocity and thus increase of the different percentage to 50% because of high cutting velocity
and lubricant liquid do not give sufficient time to temperature altitude when increasing of heat dispersion.
4- From simulation process for cutting states without using lubricant liquid and with using lubricant liquid
according to change of temperatures which are inserted in a simulation program, this illustrates there is the
convergence between simulation and practical results, whereas correction factor approximate 75%, while the
standard deviation about 0.275, this is referred to convergence, and can be used correction factor to get accuracy
results by using simulation program in manufacturing processes.
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